
 
Topic 9.4 – Significant Trees – 35 Macmillan Avenue 
 
 

Tree Number T904: Fraxinus excelsior (English Ash)   

Tree Number T905: Quercus palustris (Pin Oak) 

 

27 July 2016 - Submission from Ernest & Catherine Henshaw – Owners of the Property  

 

Relief Sought: Removal of the above protected trees (T904 and T905) at 35 Macmillan Ave from the Schedule of 

Significant Trees as per the threshold assessment decision notified to us on 29 July 2016. 

Reasons: We believe the original assessment and decision to remove the above two trees from the protected list as 

advised on 4 August 2015 was a fair and reasonable decision. 

During the first half of 2015 a contractor (believed to be from Treetech on behalf of the Council), visited our property 

to review the three trees which were at that time listed on the Schedule of Significant Trees.  We discussed all three 

trees with him and confirmed that we were happy for T906 Quercus robur (English Oak) to remain on the Schedule, 

however, we advised our preference that the English Ash and Pin Oak were removed from the Schedule.  These trees 

have both become mis-shapen due to losses of large limbs (snow, wind and weakness) and being surrounded by 

other trees close by  (see photographs attached).  The Treetech contractor noted that trees do have a natural life 

and that the Ash and Pin Oak were probably nearing the end of theirs. 

Subsequently, all three trees were notified as having been removed from the Schedule.  On 24 June 2016 we 

received advice from the Independent Hearings Panel that T906 Quercus robur (English Oak) had been returned to 

the schedule.  On 29 June 2015 we received a further letter advising that all three trees (T904, T905 and T906) had 

been returned to the Schedule. 

All three trees are part of very mature grounds with a significant background of others trees (such as Kauri, Titoki 

native and exotic Beech).  The English Oak is situated on the boundary fence-line of Macmillan Avenue and although 

it is a very large tree has a good shape and appears to be in good health.  The restoration of the garage was 

conducted around this tree with light weight construction used on the wall facing the Oak.  The English Ash and Pin 

Oak are situated approximately 50 metres from the public boundary of Macmillan Avenue being sited centrally on 

our grounds. Both of these trees are over mature and have had numerous branch failures in the last 8 years during 

heavy weather events. The Pin Oak especially has very poor form with a high misshapen canopy. 

Whilst we have no immediate plans to remove the Ash and Pin Oak nor to sub-divide the property (which we have 

owned for 40 years), we wish to have the choice to trim them as required for maintenance and allow the 

surrounding trees to be grow with good shape and health.  We engage Mathew Palmer of Advanced Tree Services to 

take care of the numerous sizable trees on our property as the grounds are of significant importance to us.  We have 

invested both time and money in protecting the property for the future. 

We therefore seek to return to the earlier decision of removing T904 and T905 from the Schedule of Significant 

Trees. 

 

See attached photographs: 

 



                          Pin Oak 

         English Ash 

Pin Oak – centre of group; English Ash – right 

    T906 English Oak – by Macmillan Ave boundary  


